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With their bold black stripes, powerful presence, and fierce faces, tigers are just about the coolest

animal on the planet. These giant jungle cats can climb trees, swim, and run in sprints up to 32

mph--making them a predatory nightmare. Ranging from the warm climates of Southeast Asia to the

frozen tundra of western Russia, these solitary hunters will devour whatever animal they catch. In

this level 2 reader you'll learn all you ever wanted to know about tigers and so much more.

Complete with fascinating facts, beautiful images, NGR Tigers can't miss.National Geographic

supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core

Resources.VisitÂ www.natgeoed.org/commoncoreÂ for more information.
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My son's reading and comprehension skills have really grown since reading this series! The books

are well written. They are balanced with knowledge, entertainment, and great photographs! Highly

recommend!

National Geographic books are perfect for teaching little ones about the world. I have purchased all



of them for my grand-daughter, and they never disappoint, highly recommended for children of all

ages.

He is pre-K & just learning to read. The tiger is his favorite animal.Note to the squeamish: The

author keeps it real & doesn't present them as cute over-grown pets. They're preditors and there's a

picture showing a tiger with his just-caught meal. Not gruesome but certainly factual.I think Laura

Marsh is one of the best children's book authors ever. Her series presents various creatures gently

but factually as they really are. She knows how to keep the interests of the 4-8 year old set which is

a talent few adults possess. I'll be looking over some of the other authors in the National

Geographic children's books. But for the time being I think her books are so good that I'll buy them

all first.

My 6 year old needs to read non-fiction books as part of her school curriculum. The National

Geographic Series of leveled readers has been great. We started at 1 and now can do both levels 2

& 3. They sometimes introduce vocabulary terms specific to the animal or topic which I need to step

in and help define, but other than that they can be read all on their own.

We own quite a few of the national geographic readers and we love them all. They are appropriately

laid out for young readers, my daughter loves the riddles/jokes and she loves learning interesting

facts about the animals and sharing them with the family. I am very pleased with this purchase and

will continue to buy others in the series.

Wonderful book about tigers! I learned a lot of facts about tigers that I didn't know, and I'm sure that

the student who received this book (requested book about tigers and jaguars -- BIG cats) found the

book interesting. Age appropriate reading level for elementary school children.

My 2 year old LOVES this entire series of Nat. Geo Readers... I have purchased about 25 different

titles, "pre-readers" as well as Level 1 & 2 readers. She loves them all & will ask for certain ones.

The "pre-readers" level books are extremely simple & great because she memorizes the words &

can "read" it herself. We love the more advanced ones too, because there is more information to

talk about. I have learned quite a few facts, myself!) What a great series. The price is reasonable &

pictures are great. These are really getting her interested in nature, animals & science... I will

continue to buy these as they are released, for our collection!



The book is darling and the info, pictures, etc were great, but I was expecting just that: a book. It

was just this little magazine read. My son read it in a few minutes. I'm sure that info was listed

somewhere, but I seemed to have missed it. He and I were both pretty bummed at how small it

was.That being said, he does enjoy having another item to add to his tiger collection.
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